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N the preseNtatIoN of hIs owN thoughts a quarter of a ceNtury ago, 
charles curran alluded to a serious study on the subject that, had it been more widely circulated, or 
translated for the english-speaking world, would have provided some important complements to 
american “revisionist” positions on the question of  the gravity of  masturbation that passed about 
liberally in the late 1960s, through the 1970s, and beyond.

 after chronicling summarily some of  the “older teaching” in Contemporary Problems in Moral 
Theology (Notre Dame, 1970), curran exposes the new light: 

 It is curious-perhaps just a “typo”-that footnote forty-one1 was placed precisely where it was. one would 
hardly have gleaned that the article-an immensely comprehensive treatise-provided more than some empirical data 
that either described what masturbation might be “symptomatic” or “expressive” of  ... or defined it as “just an ado-
lescent growing-up process.”
 effectively, however, this erudite, allusive study by albert plé-french Dominican theologian and psychologist, 
and founding editor of  the Supplément de la Vie Spirituelle-did deal with the question of  gravity. the apparatus was actu-
ally rather classic; but there was something of  a “tone” of  suggestive experimentation, and certainly that gallic esprit, 
which must have seemed congenial to those advancing the “new approaches.”

a more personal approach and better psychological as well as physical knowledge point out that 
masturbation is ordinarily not that important a matter. there is no blanket gravity that can be as-
signed to every act of  masturbation. Masturbatory activity is generally symptomatic.... Masturba-
tion might be expressive of  a deep-seated inversion or just an adolescent growing-up process.41 
generally speaking I believe masturbation is wrong since it fails to integrate sexuality into the ser-
vice of  love.... this wrongness is not always grave; in fact, more times it is not.... catholic educa-
tors should openly teach that masturbation is not always a grave matter and most times, especially 
for adolescents, is not that important.... however, the teacher should not leave the adolescent with 
the impression that there is absolutely nothing wrong with masturbation. (pp. 175-176)

La gravite morale de la masturbation est fort nuancée: elle peut varier, selon chaque cas, du péché 
mortel (s’il y a consentement libre de l’affectivité intelligente qui s’appelle volonté), au péché vén-
iel (sensualitas), à l’absence de péché (soulagement naturel, pathologie physiologique ou psychique 
empêchant le jeu du libre arbitre).2
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 “advances” popularly attributed to curran did 
not go unnoticed in the theological scene of  that era: “In 
what must be regarded as a significant breakthrough in 
this matter, charles curran successfully argued that every 
act of  masturbation of  itself  need not be considered as 
constituting a disordination which is always and neces-
sarily grave.”3

 ple’s study, however, dating 
from 1966 and therefore at least con-
temporaneous with curran’s work on 
the subject, precluded any sensational-
ism by placing the question immediately 
in a context that american revisionists-
without denying explicitly-seemed un-
eager to insist on: 

 In a word, ple held it as “estab-
lished” that masturbation is morally as 
well as psychically evil, regardless of  
whatever might mitigate the gravity of  
this or that particular action. thus, at the basis of  ple’s 
position, a “moral vision” is left intact. and the wrong-
ness of  masturbation goes beyond the vaguely-defined 
failure to “integrate sexuality into the service of  love.”

 Moreover-and this must have appeared almost 
quaint at the time-ple advised confessors to raise up 
among those involved in the habit of  masturbation a love 
of  the virtue of  chastity (pp. 291-292). advice of  this 
sort as well as an attractive presentation and validation 
of  the virtue itself  became conspicuously absent from a 
number of  popular studies in sexual ethics in those years. 
perhaps one reason derived from the discovery, at that 
time of  incipient ecumenical dialogue, that, as Kosnik 
put it, “for many non-catholics masturbation constitutes 
no moral problem whatsoever.”4

 If  there was any appropriation of  ple on the part 
of  curran, the insights were pragmatic, and altered by 
their being removed from a context of  fine moral dis-
criminations-an unmistakable reverence for purity, an 
identification of  the contrary vice, and a categoric rejec-
tion of  it.

 although the gravity of  masturbation itself  was 
diminished by moralists of  the period, something of  an 
older “attitude” kept perduring. comments by Jacques 
M. pohier show the predicament and, for him, the para-
dox. 

 this completely different com-
portement-or mindset-that we have 
toward masturbation-is it all perhaps 
some residual “Jansenism”?

 pohier may be correct on a detail-
about the “faults” against chastity being 
less grave than certain other kinds of  

sins. It is true that sins of  the flesh are less grievous than 
spiritual sins, “other things being equal,” etc. (see I-II, q. 
73, art. 5.) and the seriousness of  “uncleanness” (Im-
munditia is the name for masturbation in the Summa) is, 
considered in itself, less grave than bestiality, or sodomy, 
or the “sin of  not observing the right manner of  copula-
tion” (II-II, q. 154, art. 12, ad 4); but it shares with them 
characteristics of  the “unnatural vice” and that vice is the 
greatest sin among the species of  lust, as the principle of  
right reason is violated.

 Inasmuch as pohier’s curiosity bears mostly on 
discovering the “rationale” for a much greater sensitiv-
ity to sins of  this sort, we would propose that texts in 
the Summa Theologica go rather far in suggesting some 
convincing solutions. we would offer some observations 
here, drawn exclusively from the treatise on temperance, 
and conclude from them that sins against chastityinde-
pendently of  their gravity-are of  such a nature that a 
“completely different comportement” should not be all 
that unexpected a phenomenon.

 1. the response to “whether temperance is the 
greatest of  the Virtues?” (II-II, q. 141, art. 8) is exactly 

quelle que soit la gravite morale 
d’une masturbation, telle qu’elle a 
ete vecue, je tiens pour etabli qu’elle 
est un mal moral et psychique. (p. 
289)

Nous avons, a propos de cette faute la [mas-
turbation] uncomportement tout 
a fait different de celui qui nous 
avions dans les autres domaines, 
et un comportement que nous 
aurions ete bien en peine de jus-
tifier selon la theologie morale de 
saint thomas ... les fautes contre 
[la chastete etant] en soi moins 
graves que celles contre les autres 
vertus...5
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what one would infer already from pohier’s remarks. Nev-
ertheless, in an “objection” one discovers the makings to-
ward another possible solution. these are not rejected by 
St. Thomas but rather purified and slightly reorientated: 
“st. ambrose says (De Officiis I, 43) that what we observe 
and seek most in temperance is the safeguarding of  what 
is honorable, and the regard for what is beautiful. Now 
virtue deserves praise for being honorable and beautiful. 
therefore. . . .” the reply ad primum nuances the argu-
ment, by placing the emphasis upon the “disgrace of  the 
contrary evil.” yet all the same, honor and beauty are 
especially ascribed to temperance. classic morality was 
not indifferent to such considerations.6

 2. purity may not be the highest virtue-although 
st. thomas gave it the distinct honor of  being called, 
metaphorically, a “general virtue”7-but the unhappy ef-
fects of  lust seem to be in a proportion greater than the 
degree of  actual culpability. the sketch of  the traditional 
“seven daughters” (q. 153, art. 5; cf. st. gregory) puts 
into perspective the violence done to the reason and to 
the will by lust. the culpability involved in sins of  the 
flesh may be less grave than in other areas that do not 
trouble so urgently the penitent; however, as st. thomas 
insists, the consequences are multiple and perilous: blind-
ness of  mind, thoughtlessness, inconstancy, rashness, 
self-love, hatred of  god, love of  the world, and abhor-
rence or despair of  a future world. what an agenda!8

 3. The sin of  our first parents, simply, was not 
graver than all other sins of  men, as regards the species 
of  the sin (163, art. 3). yet-who would disagree?-the 
consequences were uniquely extensive.

 4. In q. 154, art. 5, “whether Nocturnal pollu-
tion Is a Mortal sin,” st. thomas pronounced a position 
that was regarded, one gathers, as rather “progressive” at 
the time: No, there is no mortal sin attached to the mat-
ter itself  ... and no venial sin. yet in spite of  these posi-
tions,’ st. thomas did not foresee the one experiencing a 
pollution receiving holy communion the next day-”not 
of  necessity, but from a sense of  propriety” (III, q. 80, 
art. 7). the non-punitive abstention which he accepted 
as enjoined was independent of  the question of  culpabil-
ity. It would follow that prompt confession of  an impure 
action would not have normally made possible the imme-
diate reception of  communion (cf. notably q. 80, art. 
7, ad 4). I am not attempting to defend an ancient disci-
plinary practice here; I merely wish to assert that lack of  
grave culpability did not “solve” the matter of  admis-

sion to the sacrament.9

 that christians and in particular those commit-
ted to religious vows might have a delicate conscience 
in the domain of  personal purity could, in fact, derive 
from an appropriate sensitivity to the revelation that their 
bodies are temples (q. 153, art. 3, ad 2; cf. 1 cor 6:20): 
“through lust a man wrongs god, who is supreme Lord 
of  our Body.” the moral theology of  st. thomas pre-
sumes the particular appeal of  the beauty and honor of  
chastity, and the abhorrence of  violations against it, re-
gardless of  the degree of  gravity.

 I would offer some observations on the matter 
of  gravity from a totally different context. st. thomas, in 
the “supplement,” takes up the question “whether the 
aureole of  Virgins Is the greatest of  all” (q. 96, art. 
12), and concludes that it is not the greatest. John calvin 
saw in this very question a perfect example of  the sort 
of  inquiry that manifests a hunger for “empty learning” 
(cf. Institutions, III, 25, 11); seminarians perennially have 
found in it a subject of  much mirth; and contemporary 
critics of  the scholastic method will use the title of  this 
article as the quintessence of  the demonstration of  its 
irrelevancy. Do they really imagine that st. thomas’ prin-
cipal interest lies in determining the material size of  the 
aureoles of  virgins in comparison with those of  doctors 
and martyrs? his concern actually bears on identifying the 
different tests which these three “classes” of  saints must 
endure for the kingdom of  God. One can be confident 
that st. thomas is not attempting to downgrade virginity 
by attributing to it an inferior glory. In fact, st. thomas’s 
analysis is careful and nuanced: “the martyrs’ aureole is 
only simply the greatest of  all ... yet nothing hinders the 
other aureoles from being more excellent in some par-
ticular way.” what discretion! similarly, to the question, 
“whether Virginity Is the greatest of  Virtues?” (II-II, 
q. 152, art. 5), the simple answer must be negative. the 
first objection, a text from St. Cyprian, is not allowed to 
serve as the authority for a positive answer. however, the 
unique sublimity of  the unique glory of  virgins is not at 
all thereby diminished by st. thomas.

 when st. thomas places virtues, vices, capital 
sins, and states of  life-and even halos-in a gradation, 
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there is much more involved than fixing things in a hier-
archic order of  “more” or “less.” and what is “less” is 
not of  negligible importance.

 Just as St. Thomas confirms in the Summa the 
particular correlation between a man’s sense of  touch 
and his intellectual powers, he draws a close connection 
between lust and the degeneration of  the spiritual life. 
one recalls pascal’s “thought”: “Il y en a bien qui croient, 
mais par superstition. Il y en a bien qui ne croient pas, 
mais par libertinage; peu sont entre deux.” pere Lacor-
daire, in one of  his conferences at Notre-Dame, devel-
oped his argument that “All the evils enter, finally, by this 
gate of  impurity .., toutes les servitudes, toutes les ruines 
y ont passe.”10 Lust may be the last of  the capital sins 
considered in itself, but when the “lower powers” are 
corrupted, the higher powers are both hindered and dis-
ordered in their acts (q. 153, art. 5). the “mental blind-
ness” begotten by lust has globally upsetting results.11

 although the observation was a recurring one in 
the literature of  the “french catholic revival,” georges 
Bernanos has written perhaps the most persuasively on 
the effects of  impurity upon hope, upon joy, and upon 
what was for him so cherished, that “esprit d’enfance.” 
charles Moeller, in a brilliant commentary on The Diary 
of  a Country Priest, in the first of  the volumes in the se-
ries Litterature du XXe siede et christianisme, insists that Ber-
nanos will not allow the awful evil inherent in youthful 
lust to be diminished even if  the moral gravity is excused. 
Moreover, the “merciful sadness” with which the cure 
judges the impurity of  one of  the youths in the drama is 
matched only by an indignation for the adult accomplices 
in the world that would trivialize its consequences.12

 Bernanos is at pains to define the ties that pro-
foundly bind aberrant sexuality with the anguish experi-
enced by youth, “le mutisme, l’immutabilite pierreuse des 
etres en proie a ce vice.” the demon of  lust, as Moeller 
follows Bernanos, is a mute demon; and all the medical 
methods which would reduce the sentiment of  guilt to 
some accidental complex399, that would treat it by pure-
ly psychological means without rendering an account of  
the spiritual element involved, are destined to fail.13

the cure of  ambricourt says it in his Diary:

 the “new approaches” on masturbation in the 
60s and 70s seem, in retrospect, more in succession to 
the older probabilists’ manuals than their authors might 
have imagined. the american practitioners, by focussing 
in on the question of  gravity, in a somewhat compart-
mentalized way, consistently betrayed the wealth of  spec-
ulative moral theology. they appealed generously to the 
authority of  one another, and there was truly a “school 
of  opinion” here. they even rejoined the kind of  casu-
istry exemplified by such an ancient case as whether or 
not a person who commits adultery in a private oratory 
is also guilty of  sacrilege. Now there is a valid-and some-
what interesting-question here. But the evil of  adultery 
and sacrilege will surely be deflected in the discussion by 
definitions and considerations of  “private oratory” as a 
circumstance that would mitigate or excuse guilt.

 the “agenda” for the section on masturbation in 
Human Sexuality, commissioned by the catholic theo-
logical society of  america, was itself  limited-mostly to 
gravity, psychological interpretation, and “pastoral reflec-
tions” (pp. 219-229). In effect, the preceding generation 
of  practical ethicists had been keen too on identifying 
degree of  gravity. practically, however, the “revisionists” 
seemed to grow less and less interested in the morality, 
grave or slight, of  individual acts:In a word, I am terrified of  lust.

But especially of  lust in children.... for I know 

it so well. Not that I mean to take it too tragi-
cally. on the contrary, I know how patiently it 
ought always to be dealt with, since the least 
imprudence in such matters may have the most 
terrible results. It is so hard to distinguish the 
deepest wounds from the rest, and even then so 
dangerous to probe them! far better, sometimes, 
leave them alone to heal themselves-a thriving 
abscess must not be touched. But that does not 
lessen my hate of  this general silent conspiracy, 
this foregone determination not to see the obvi-
ous, that silly, knowing smirk of  grown-ups faced 
with certain distresses which are called trifling 
merely because they are too inarticulate for adult 
words. I knew sorrow, also, too early in my life to 
feel no disgust with the blind injustice we all are 
guilty of  towards children, whose sorrows are so 
profound and mysterious. alas, we have learnt 
by experience that children may come to know 
despair. and the demon of  agony is essentially I 
think, a demon of  lust.14

only in the context of  one’s state of  life can the 
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 It is amazing that perspectives raised just a gen-
eration before by Dietrich von hildebrand in a modern 
classic on the subject, In Defense of  Purity, had, by the 
1970s, disappeared from the “problematic”: 

 Much that von hildebrand systematized had be-
longed to the “patrimony” of  church thinking. how, in 
the “new approaches,” did so many considerations get so 
rapidly lost from view?

 given their ostensible penchant for “personal-
ist” considerations, the contemporary theologians from 
a quarter of  a century ago might have gone far in show-
ing the part of  the human body in communicating the 
spiritual or in revealing-through chastity-the promise of  
the resurrected body. questions that could have been 
stimulating-like the significance of  chastity in the mod-
ern world, or the fruits of  chastity for the individual and 
the church-or the experienced relationship of  chastity 

to charity in the lives of  the saints-did not make it to 
the forefront of  the discussion. there was not much 
about chastity in that contemporary theology that so 
much influenced a subsequent generation of  “religious 
professionals”-except, peculiarly enough, for one par-
ticular “slant” on the subject which curran alluded to in 
an observation: 

  american catholic sexual 
ethics did not, to be sure, over-
react to laxism in the late 60s and 
70s. But it didn’t, to put it collo-
quially, play its cards with a full 
deck either. James t. Mchugh, in 
a prophetic review roundly critical 
of  Human Sexuality, called it “ethi-
cal jello.”17 one teaching, however, 
that did get taughtmost rigorously, 
in fact-in that best-seller does find 

something of  a “home” in st. thomas: “whether un-
feelingness [insensibilitas] Is a Vice?” (II-II, q. 142, art. 
1). In a most selective consideration of  chastity, anthony 
Kosnik and his collaborators were painfully careful to 
advance all that was potentially contained in that notion, 
citing Donald goergen: “Insensitivity is as unspiritual as 
is promiscuity.”18

 the “correctives” in the Vatican’s Declaration on 
Certain Questions concerning Sexual Ethics (December 29, 
1975) restated the traditional catholic doctrine that mas-
turbation constitutes a “grave moral disorder”; that con-
sidered in itself  it is an “intrinsically and seriously disor-
dered act” (section 9).

 the document acknowledged, however, that “on 
the subject of  masturbation modern psychology pro-
vides much valid and useful information for formulating 
a more equitable judgment in moral responsibility and 
for orienting pastoral action.” psychology did provide, in 
that domain, some creditable insights that seem to have 
been universally received-although ordinary confessors 
must have had, for centuries, some helpful insights along 

“Surrender to sexual desire for 
its own sake defiles a man in a 
way that gluttony, for example, 
can never do. It wounds him to 
the core of  his being, and he 

becomes in an absolutely different 
and novel fashion guilty of  sin.” 

-Dietrich von Hildebrand

expression of  human sexuality be evaluated prop-
erly. this approach bespeaks the conviction that, 
morally speaking, attitudes, patterns, and habits 
that reflect a continuing life-style are far more sig-
nificant than individual, isolated acts. (p. 102)

every manifestation of  sex 
produces an effect which tran-
scends the physical sphere and, 
in a fashion quite unlike the 
other bodily desires, involves 
the soul deeply in its passion. 
...the unique profundity of  
sex in the physical sphere is 
sufficiently shown by the sim-
ple fact that a man’s attitude 
towards it is of  incomparably 
greater moral significance that 
his attitude to the other bodily 
appetites. surrender to sexual 
desire for its own sake defiles 
a man in a way that gluttony, 
for example, can never do. It 
wounds him to the core of  his being, and he be-
comes in an absolutely different and novel fash-
ion guilty of  sin. sex can indeed keep silence, but 
when it speaks it is no mere obiter dictum, but 
a voice from the depths, the utterance of  some-
thing central and of  the utmost significance. In 
and with sex, man, in a special sense, gives him-
self. . . .15

today when many are espousing the “playboy 
philosophy” catholic teaching must uphold the 

dignity and importance of  hu-
man sexuality. however, cath-
olic teaching must avoid the 
temptation of  over-reacting to 
laxist, and ultimately inhuman, 
notions of  sexuality.16
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these lines, drawn from standard moral theology.19 and 
wise and devout laymen, like Bernanos, have had deep 
perceptions into souls and the effects of  childhood lusts 
in general: “I know how patiently it ought always to be 
dealt with, since the least imprudence in such matters 
may have the most terrible results. It is hard to distin-
guish the deepest wounds from the rest, and even then 
so dangerous to probe them...”

 the new Catechism of  the Catholic Church (1994) 
maintained the text of  1975 on the question of  intrinsic 
gravity,20 and proposed this “pastoral action”:

 to form an equitable judgement about the sub-
jects’ moral responsibility and to guide pastoral action, 
one must take into account the affective maturity, force 
of  acquired habit, conditions of  anxiety, or other psy-
chological or social factors that lessen or even extenuate 

moral culpability (paragraph 2352).

 The Vatican Declaration of  1975 also affirmed 
that the tradition of  the church has rightly understood 
masturbation to be condemned in the New testament 
when the latter speaks of  “impurity,” “unchasteness,” 
and other vices contrary to chastity and continence.

 as for the particular excellence of  chastity, for a 
little while it seemed to disappear from the problematic 
in the “new approaches” to sexuality-at least in any sig-
nificant emphasis. Pere Ple did not neglect the dynamics 
of  this virtue in 1966 and in his subsequent work, nor the 
universal church as it has picked up with pride again and 
validated, following the modeling out of  pope John paul 
II in many of  his discourses, this traditional and cher-
ished term: chastity.
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